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Gantt Chart with multiple dependencies is saved to database incorrectly

Status
 Open

Subject
Gantt Chart with multiple dependencies is saved to database incorrectly

Version
20.x

Category
• Bug

Feature
Gantt Chart

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
amorangi

Lastmod by
amorangi

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
Multiple dependencies are saving back to database (from chart) without commas between dependencies. When reloaded of course the dependencies didn't work. Added a comma before save back to database fixed the problem.

Solution
In tiki/lib/wiki-plugins/wikiplugin_ganttchart.php line 616 (or so) change:

$dependsIds .= $index;

to

$dependsIds .= ($index == '') ? $index : ','.$index;

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
80

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
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Created
Wednesday 23 October, 2019 03:32:29 GMT-0000
by amorangi

LastModif
Thursday 24 October, 2019 04:27:29 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 23 Oct 19 14:07 GMT-0000
Thank you!
I am very happy people are finding, reporting and fixing issues. It means this new feature is getting used 😊
Any chance we can get you to
How to Submit a Merge Request

Thanks again!

Rodriguez Nyiringabo 02 Feb 22 13:32 GMT-0000
Bug fixed!
Merge request on wait on https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/1253

Thanks!
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